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Global equities edge higher
amid elevated volatility
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LOOKING BACK
• Equities gain amid high volatility. Amid heightened volatility, last
week started with a major sell-off in equities. The S&P500 lost 2.7% on
Monday alone amid lingering concerns over the Fed’s independence
and prospects for the partial government shutdown extending into
next year. However, equities rallied after the Christmas holiday on
positive reports about US consumer spending in the holiday season
and further progress on US-China trade talks. Global equities recovered
lost ground in the holiday-shortened week with the S&P ending higher
by 2.9%.
• Italian Parliament passes revised budget. Under pressure from the
EU, the Italian Parliament approved the government's revised 2019
budget, averting sanctions and fines. As per the deal struck with the
EU, Italy’s government lowered its planned budget deficit from 2.4%
of GDP to 2.04%, delaying and diluting some of the populist election
promises. Investor demand for Italian government debt reached its
highest levels in a year with the 10-year government bond yield hitting
a three-and-a-half month low of 2.73%.
• Risks to the Japanese economy rise in November. Japanese retail
sales rose 1.4% in the year through November, undershooting a 2.1%
gain expected and slowing sharply from the 3.5% increase seen in
October. Industrial output also fell 1.1% in November from the previous
month, signaling the increasing impact of global risks on demand for
Japanese goods. Meanwhile and despite more than five years of the
BoJ’s ultra-accommodative stance, inflation continues to disappoint,
underscoring the challenge the Central Bank faces. For the year, the
Nikkei225 lost 12.1% while the safe-haven JPY appreciated 2.2%.
• China’s industrial profits decline for the first time in 3 years. In yet
another sign of economic weakness, China's industrial profits suffered
their first drop in 3 years, piling further pressure on the economy.
Industrial profits fell 1.8% in November from a year ago, reversing a
gain in October and underscoring the impact of US tariffs and slowing
domestic demand. For the week, the Shanghai Composite declined
0.9%, bringing its 2018 loss to roughly 25%. The CNY is down by 5.7%
against the USD this year.
• Oil poised for worst quarter since 2014. Oil suffered heavy losses
and is on track for its worst quarterly loss since 2014 amid global
growth concerns, oversupply and doubts over the effectiveness of
OPEC-Russia’s production-cut agreement. The recent precipitous
drop prompted OPEC and its allies to pledge a deeper production
cut, if deemed necessary. For the week, Brent recovered somewhat
after Monday’s severe fall to end last week lower by 3.0%.
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Commodities

• The Chinese composite PMI will be announced on Monday while the
US and the UK release their manufacturing PMI data on Wednesday.
US unemployment and Eurozone CPI data will be released on Friday
while Japanese manufacturing PMI will be announced on the same day.
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